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Colleges Aim to Control Thinking, 

but Not Drinking 
By Alan Charles Kors and Harvey A. Silverglate 
 

The Wall Street Journal, October 15, 1998 

 

Last month prosecutors in Suffolk County, Mass., brought a manslaughter charge 
against a Massachusetts Institute of Technology fraternity in a case arising from the 

death of 18-year-old freshman Scott Krueger, who drank himself to death last fall at 

an off-campus frat party. District Attorney Ralph Martin had seriously considered 
bringing such a charge against MIT itself. 

 

Fighting against that possibility, Charles Vest, MIT's president, appeared voluntarily 
before the grand jury. MIT argued vociferously that it was not responsible for what 

occurred at the fraternity, despite having officially "recognized" it. In a "White Paper 

on University Liability for Alcohol Incidents," put out with the help of outside 

lawyers, MIT administrators cited a 1979 decision by the Third U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals. 

 

In a case involving Pennsylvania's Delaware Valley College, the court ruled that "our 
beginning point is a recognition that the modern American college is not an insurer of 

the safety of its students" and that "college students today are no longer minors" but 

"are now regarded as adults in almost every phase of community life." The court 
added that while "at one time, exercising their rights and duties in loco parentis 

[standing in the place of parents], colleges were able to impose strict regulations . . ., 

today students vigorously claim the right to define and regulate their own lives." MIT 

noted that the Delaware Valley College case "has been widely followed in other 
jurisdictions." 

 

The MIT administrators are right: The modern, secular university is not a parent. 
Students are responsible for their own choices and actions. The problem is that MIT 

does not consistently agree with MIT. When universities look to their legal and 

financial exposure, they deny that they exercise authority in loco parentis. When those 
same universities look to their political agendas, they exercise power in loco parentis 

that regulates not only students' behavior but their attitudes and consciences. 

 

MIT, like most universities, has a speech code, although it tries to obfuscate the fact 
by describing provisions of its race- and sex-harassment code as applying to "verbal 

conduct" -- speech by any other name. Thus, while MIT takes no responsibility for 
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students who lead others to drink themselves to death, the official "Institute Policy on 

Harassment" forbids, among other things, "verbal conduct which has the intent or 
effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's or group's education and/or 

work performance at MIT, or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive 

educational environment on or off campus." 
 

Such restrictions on speech are widely accepted in employment law. But just as 

students are not "children" of the university, they most decidedly are not employees of 

the university. To the contrary, they are customers of the university. Sears, Roebuck 
& Co. might dictate employee conduct, but it wouldn't dream of telling its customers 

what they may say to each other inside, much less outside, the store. 

 
Unsurprisingly, the rules against a "hostile environment" are enforced selectively. 

After much research, we can assure you that neither MIT nor any other college will 

protect evangelical students from feminist cries of "born-again bigot" or Catholic 
students from the chant of "Keep your rosaries off our ovaries!" 

 

In the 1980s, MIT adopted a policy of prior censorship of movies shown anywhere on 

campus, on the ground that students might choose to show movies extolling 
disfavored social views and values. The policy's four "review guidelines" reflected a 

breathtakingly intrusive attempt to define and govern intimate expressions and beliefs: 

"1) The film should reflect believable reality or normalcy in the relationships and 
sexuality displayed; 2) The sexuality portrayed should not be objectified as being 

separate from the individuals involved; 3) The sexually explicit content and the 

emotional content should not unfairly reflect the viewpoint and the sexual feelings of 
men and/or women; and 4) The films should generally promote a positive attitude 

toward sexuality." 

 

Sarah Lawrence College found a student guilty of "inappropriate laughter" and 
sentenced him to view the videotape "Homophobia," to read the text "Homophobia on 

Campus" and to write a paper on "homophobia." (How many mockers of evangelical 

religion ever have been sentenced to write a paper on "antireligous bigotry"?) The 
code of the University of Maryland even bans "holding or eating food provocatively" 

and "gender-biased communications about women or men . . . that ignore or 

depreciate a group based on their gender." 
 

In 1996, at West Virginia University, the president's executive officer for social 

justice -- that's a real title -- ordered all students to "value alternate lifestyles" and to 

"use language that is not gender specific": "Instead of referring to anyone's romantic 
partner as 'girlfriend' or 'boyfriend,' use positive generic terms such as 'friend,' 'lover,' 

or 'partner.' Speak of your own romantic partner similarly." 
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How ironic that colleges and universities that rightly resist the invitation to infantilize 
students by controlling their drinking, nonetheless have no qualms about exerting the 

most pervasive authority over their words, their beliefs, and their very consciences. 

Universities must repeal rules that seek to invoke the school's in loco parentis 
authority over students' hearts and minds -- for the sake not only of consistency, but, 

more important, of academic freedom and human liberty. 

 


